112 to 113 Street Plaza

PLAN

Feature walls

Concrete picnic tables

Concrete finishes:
- Charcoal Concrete, Broom Finish with Saw Cuts - Surfaced with Sycamore
- Gray Concrete, Broom Finish with Saw Cuts
- Gray Concrete, Heavily Sand-Blasted with Saw Cuts

Flexible space: Multi-user sculptural play and public art component (example shown)

Grass

Shrubs

Coloursful steel furniture

WASTE BIN

ACCESS TO MACKENZIE AND MAIN PARK

PARK AVENUE DEVELOPMENT UNDER CONSTRUCTION

105 Avenue (Columbia Avenue)

ATCO PROPERTY
Public Utility Zone (PU)
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT UNKNOWN

JI HONG TAI CHI & WUSHU COLLEGE

ACCESS TO OLIVER SQUARE, MACLEOD UNIVERSITY

410 Avenue

112 to 113 Street Plaza

SHARED-USE KEY PLAN

SHARED-USE PEDESTRIAN-CYCLIST
SHARED-USE CYCLIST-MOTORIST

PARK AVENUE DEVELOPMENT UNDER CONSTRUCTION

105 Avenue

112 STREET

113 STREET

ACCESS TO OLIVER SQUARE, MACLEOD UNIVERSITY

SPACE BIN

TREES

TRASH RECEPTACLE

BOLLARD

BIKE RACK

LIGHT POLE

BIKE LANE BARRIER

VEHICLE DIRECTIONAL ARROWS (SHOWN FOR INFORMATION ONLY)

PLANTING BED

GRASS AREA

FEATURE WALL

CONCRETE FINISHES:

A) CHARCOAL CONCRETE, BROOM FINISH WITH SAW CUTS - SURFACED WITH SYCAMORE
B) GRAY CONCRETE, BROOM FINISH WITH SAW CUTS
C) GRAY CONCRETE, HEAVILY SAND-BLASTED WITH SAW CUTS

NOT TO SCALE